Abstract The dynamics of glacial cycles is studied in terms of the dynamical systems theory. We explore the dependence of the climate state on the phase of the astronomical forcing by examining five conceptual models of glacial cycles proposed in the literature. The models can be expressed as quasiperiodically forced dynamical systems. It is shown that four of them exhibit a strange nonchaotic attractor (SNA), which is an intermediate regime between quasiperiodicity and chaos. Then, the dependence of the climate state on the phase of the astronomical forcing is not given by smooth relations, but constitutes a geometrically strange set. Our result suggests that SNA is a candidate for representing the dynamics of glacial cycles, in addition to well-known quasiperiodicity and chaos.
Introduction
The climate change in the Quaternary is characterized by alternations between cold (glacial) and warm (interglacial) periods, which are called glacial-interglacial cycles or alternatively glacial cycles. The aim of this article is to explore the dynamics of glacial cycles by examining conceptual models proposed in the literature.
Astronomical theories of ice ages, as typified by the Milankovitch theory (1941) , attempt to explain glacial cycles based on the change in the incoming solar radiation (insolation) due to the long-term variations of the Earth's orbital parameters. Assuming a constant solar output and a perfectly transparent atmosphere, the insolation F at a given latitude and season is a function of the astro-insolation parameters: the eccentricity e of the Earth's orbit, the obliquity e (the inclination of the equator on the ecliptic), and the climatic precession e sinx, wherex is the longitude of the perihelion measured from the moving vernal equinox (Berger 1978) . That is, F ¼ Fðe; e; e sinxÞ:
A motion expressed by a superposition of periodic motions of two or more incommensurate frequencies is called a quasiperiodic motion. In the studies of the Quaternary climate changes, the astro-insolation parameters are often assumed to be quasiperiodic (Berger 1978) as follows:
e sinx ¼ X P i sinða i t þ f i Þ:
After the submission of our article, we came to know a discussion paper submitted at about the same time, which mentions SNAs in an ice age model (Crucifix 2013) . The author demonstrates the appearance of SNAs in the CSW model for simplified forcing with two frequencies, which is different from the forcing used in our article. The verification method of SNAs is also different between two articles. We use the maximal conditional Lyapunov exponent and the sensitivity exponents. On the other hand, Crucifix (2013) uses the pullback section method described in De Saedeleer et al. (2013) . Thus, the results obtained by Crucifix and by us are distinguishable and complementary to each other. The discussion in Sect. 6 is motivated by the paper (Crucifix 2013 Then, the insolation F is also quasiperiodic in time (see Eq. 5). The insolation variation F(t) is known as astronomical forcing. The primary frequencies of astronomical forcing are approximately 1/19 and 1/23 kyr -1 for the climatic precession, and approximately 1/41 kyr -1 for the obliquity. The assumption of quasiperiodicity of astronomical forcing is considered to be approximately valid over the last several million years (Berger and Loutre 1991) but may not be valid beyond this period because of the intrinsic chaoticity of the planetary motion (Laskar 1989) . However, since our study focuses on the glacial cycles during the past 0.7 Myr after the mid-Pleistocene transition (Clark et al. 2006) , we construct our theory on the assumption of quasiperiodic astronomical forcing. Hays et al. (1976) presented strong evidence for astronomical theories of ice ages. They found the primary frequencies of astronomical forcing in the geological spectra of marine sediment cores. However, the dominant frequency in geological spectra is approximately 1/100 kyr -1 , although this frequency component is negligible in the astronomical forcing. This is referred to as the ''100 kyr problem. '' To understand the climate responses to astronomical forcing, several concepts related to the dynamical systems theory have been proposed in the literature. The linear response is a simple framework to explain the 41, 23, and 19 kyr periodicities in the geological spectra. However, the linear response cannot appropriately account for the 100 kyr periodicity (Hays et al. 1976 ). Ghil (1994) explained the appearance of the 100 kyr periodicity as a nonlinear resonance to the combination tone 1/109 kyr -1 between precessional frequencies 1/19 and 1/23 kyr -1 . Contrary to the linear resonance, the nonlinear resonance can occur even if the forcing frequencies are far from the internal frequency of the response system. Benzi et al. (1982) proposed stochastic resonance as a mechanism of the 100 kyr periodicity, where the response to small external forcing is amplified by the effect of noise. Tziperman et al. (2006) proposed that the timing of deglaciations is set by the astronomical forcing via the phaselocking mechanism. If a phase locking occurs, the condi-
where f is the response frequency, f 1 ; f 2 ; . . .; f N are forcing frequencies, and p 1 ; p 2 ; . . .; p N , and q(= 0) are integers (Romeiras et al. 1987) . De Saedeleer et al. (2013) suggested generalized synchronization (GS) to describe the relation between the glacial cycles and the astronomical forcing. GS means that there is a functional relation between the climate state and the state of the astronomical forcing. They also showed that the functional relation may not be unique for a certain model. However, the nature of the relation remains to be elucidated.
In this research, we analyze five conceptual models of glacial cycles proposed in the literature, and show that the dependence of the climate state on the phase of the astronomical forcing may not be given by smooth relations, but constitutes some geometrically strange set known as a strange nonchaotic attractor (SNA) (Grebogi et al. 1984; Kaneko 1984) .
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review the notions of quasiperiodically forced systems and attractors. In Sect. 3, five models of glacial cycles are explained. In Sect. 4, we investigate attractors of the models numerically, and show possible relations between the climate state and the phase of the astronomical forcing. In Sect. 5, we show dynamical properties of the attractors. In Sect. 6, we mention an implication of the results. Section 7 concludes this article.
Quasiperiodically forced systems and attractors

Quasiperiodically forced systems
We consider the dynamics of glacial cycles in the framework of quasiperiodically forced dynamical systems. Let
quasiperiodically forced dynamical systems can be expressed as
where h ¼ ðh 1 ; h 2 ; . . .; h N Þ T is the phase of the drive subsystem, x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .; x M Þ T is the state of the response subsystem, g(x, h) is a periodic function in each phase h i , and x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .; x N Þ T is a vector of incommensurate
In the astronomical theory of climate change, h corresponds to the phase of the astronomical forcing F(t), and x corresponds to the climate state, as described in Sect. 3.
Attractors
Like most conceptual models of glacial cycles, we assume the existence of attractors in systems (1). An attractor is a compact set with a neighborhood such that, for almost every initial condition in this neighborhood, the limit set of the orbit as time tends to infinity is the attractor (Grebogi et al. 1984) . The closure of set of initial conditions which approach an attractor as time tends to infinity is called the basin of attraction of the attractor. Note that the attractor of system (1) is a subset of T N Â R M . Thus, the dependence of the climate state on the phase of the astronomical forcing is represented by this attractor, after a certain transient time.
In quasiperiodically forced systems (1), the following types of attractors typically appear: N-frequency quasiperiodic attractors, L-frequency quasiperiodic attractors with L [ N, SNAs, and chaotic attractors. Lyapunov exponents give the mean exponential rates of divergence (or convergence) of nearby orbits. Although the Lyapunov exponents depend on initial conditions, they have the same set of values for almost every initial condition, under general circumstances. Such initial conditions or orbits which give the same set of values of the Lyapunov exponents are called typical. A chaotic attractor is an attractor for which typical orbits on the attractor have a positive Lyapunov exponent (Grebogi et al. 1984) . That is, almost all orbits on the attractor have sensitive dependence on initial conditions. In quasiperiodically forced systems (1), an attractor is chaotic if the maximal conditional Lyapunov exponent (CLE) k is positive for typical orbits on the attractor, and nonchaotic otherwise. The maximal CLE k is defined as
where dx (0) is an infinitesimal displacement of the orbit from x(0). The evolution of the infinitesimal displacement is given by the variational equation _ dx ¼ D x gðx; hÞdx: An N-frequency quasiperiodic attractor is an attracting N-dimensional torus on which the motion is quasiperiodic. N-frequency quasiperiodic attractors are characterized by a negative maximal CLE, k \ 0.
An L-frequency quasiperiodic attractor with L [ N is an attracting L-dimensional torus on which the motion is quasiperiodic. L-frequency quasiperiodic attractors with L [ N are characterized by a maximal CLE of zero,
An SNA is a strange attractor for which typical orbits have nonpositive Lyapunov exponents (Grebogi et al. 1984) . The strange attractor is defined as an attractor which is not a finite set of points and is neither piecewise differentiable curve or surface, nor a volume bounded by a piecewise differentiable closed surface. SNAs are characterized by a negative maximal CLE, k \ 0. It is proven that some SNAs are represented by a closure of graphs of almost everywhere discontinuous functions (Keller 1996; Alsedà and Costa 2009) .
SNAs lie in an intermediate regime between quasiperiodicity and chaos. The power spectrum of an SNA is intermediate one between quasiperiodicity and chaos, namely, a singular continuous (fractal) spectrum (Feudel et al. 1996) . SNAs are multifractal objects in the sense that the capacity dimension is larger than the information dimension (Ding et al. 1989; Hunt and Ott 2001) . For comprehensive reviews of SNAs, refer to Prasad et al. (2001) as well as Feudel et al. (2006) .
In the remainder of this article, we will not encounter examples of L-frequency quasiperiodic attractors with L [ N, and sometimes N-frequency quasiperiodic attractors are simply referred to as quasiperiodic attractors.
Examples of N-frequency quasiperiodic attractors
and an SNA A quasiperiodically forced map is regarded as a stroboscopic map obtained by sampling the state of the continuous-time system (1) at time intervals corresponding to one of the forcing frequencies. Let us consider the following quasiperiodically forced map studied by Glendinning (2002) :
where ðh; xÞ 2 ½0; 1Þ Â R; n 2 Z; x 2 R n Q, and r and a are non-negative parameters. Figure 1a shows the quasiperiodic attractors for r = 1.2, a = 1.001, and x ¼ ð ffiffi ffi 5 p À 1Þ=2 (solid lines). Each attractor is represented by a graph of a smooth function. If we denote the attractor in the region x [ 0 by x = / (h), the attractor in the other region is x = -/ (h) because of the symmetry x? -x. The line x = 0 is an unstable invariant set, namely, a repellor. In this case, the repellor constitutes the basin boundary of two attractors. Figure 1b shows the SNA for r = 1.2, a = 0.8, and
The SNA is represented by the closure of two graphs x ¼ uðhÞ and x ¼ ÀuðhÞ having following properties (Glendinning 2002; Keller 1996): (1) uðhÞ ! 0 for all h 2 ½0; 1Þ; (2) the union of two graphs x ¼ uðhÞ and x ¼ ÀuðhÞ is invariant under the map; (3) typical conditional Lyapunov exponents on the graphs are negative; (4) uðhÞ is discontinuous at almost all h 2 ½0; 1Þ; (5) uðhÞ is upper semi-continuous; (6) uðhÞ ¼ 0 on a dense, but measure zero, set of values of h 2 ½0; 1Þ.
Unlike quasiperiodic attractors, SNAs contain some repellors in themselves (Stark 1997) . See the repellor x = 0 embedded in the SNA in Fig. 1b . Due to such repellors, the orbits on SNAs become temporarily unstable and sensitive to perturbations, as shown in Sect. 5.
Numerical characterization of strangeness of attractors
SNAs and N-frequency quasiperiodic attractors can be numerically distinguished by the phase sensitivity exponent (Pikovsky and Feudel 1995) or by the parameter sensitivity exponent (Nishikawa and Kaneko 1996) . First, let us consider the case of the continuous-time system (1). The phase sensitivity function CðtÞ of variable x j with respect to variable h i is defined as
The derivative qx j (s)/qh i (0) characterizes the sensitivity of x j with respect to a change of h i . This derivative is obtained by integrating
along the solution (h(t), x(t)). For SNAs, the phase sensitivity function grows as CðtÞ ' t l with l [ 0, where l is called the phase sensitivity exponent. On the other hand, for N-frequency quasiperiodic attractors, CðtÞ is bounded and l = 0.
Assume that function g(x, h) contains some parameter, say a. The parameter sensitivity function WðtÞ of variable x i with respect to parameter a is defined as
The derivative qx j (s)/qa characterizes the sensitivity of x j with respect to a change of a. This derivative is obtained by integrating
along the solution (h(t), x(t)). For SNAs, the phase sensitivity function grows as WðtÞ ' t m with m [ 0, where m is called the parameter sensitivity exponent. On the other hand, for N-frequency quasiperiodic attractors, WðtÞ is bounded and m = 0.
For discrete-time systems, such as Eq. (2), the methods for characterizing the strangeness of attractors are almost the same except that time evolutions corresponding to Eqs. (3) and (4) become discrete in time (Pikovsky and Feudel 1995; Nishikawa and Kaneko 1996) . Figure 2 shows the time evolutions of the phase sensitivity function CðnÞ and the parameter sensitivity function WðnÞ with respect to a for the attractors in Fig. 1 . The functions CðnÞ and WðnÞ saturate for large n for the quasiperiodic attractors, but show power-law divergences with exponents l = 1.03 and m = 0.99 for the SNA. Milankovitch (1941) considered the high-latitude northern hemisphere summer insolation as a decisive factor for glaciations. We use the insolation F(t) at 65°N on the day of the summer solstice in the simulations of all the models. For simplicity in computation, the insolation F(t) is calculated using the following formula given in De Saedeleer et al. (2013) where N = 35 is the number of different frequencies x i included in the sum. The values of frequencies x i are those in Berger (1978) . The coefficients s i and c i are obtained by linear regression on the insolation values calculated after Berger (1978) (De Saedeleer et al. 2013 ). To make the paper self-contained, the values of x i , s i , and c i are listed in Table 3 in Appendix 1. The parameter a is a scale factor, the value of which is different among models. The top panel of Fig. 4 shows the insolation F(t) normalized to have zero-mean and unit variance (with a = 23.58 W/m 2 ). Introducing variables h i (t) = x i t (i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; N), the above equation for F(t) can be written as
Models
Astronomical insolation forcing
½s i sin h i ðtÞ þ c i cos h i ðtÞ;
Note that h i are the phase variables of the astronomical forcing in climate models.
Conceptual models of glacial cycles
Saltzman-Maasch model
Saltzman and Maasch (1990) introduced a global model of the late Cenozoic climate. We will refer to this model as SM90. The model consists of differential equations for the global ice volume x, the atmospheric CO 2 concentration y, and the global mean deep water temperature z, where x, y, and z are dimensionless and denote deviations from 1 Myr averages. Neglecting stochastic perturbations, the model is written in the following deterministic from:
where t is the time in kiloyears, and s = 10 kyr. The parameters p, q, r, s, and w are freely chosen, but the remaining parameters u and v are functions of the other parameters. The insolation forcing F(t) is given by Eq. (5) with a = 23.58 W/m 2 . Saltzman and Maasch (1990) simulated glacial cycles for the last 500 kyr by choosing the parameter values as set A in Table 1 . Hargreaves and Annan (2002) estimated the parameter values of SM90 as set B using a data assimilation technique.
Maasch-Saltzman model
Prior to the SM90 model, studied one of their previous models. This older model, which we call the MS90 model, can be obtained from the SM90 model by setting v = w = 0. The other parameter values are chosen as set C in Table 1 .
Crucifix-De Saedeleer-Wieczorek model
One of the simplest systems that exhibit self-sustained oscillations is the van der Pol oscillator. With slight modifications and addition of the insolation forcing to the van der Pol oscillator, Crucifix (2012) introduced the following model: Dynamics between order and chaos in conceptual models of glacial cycles 3091
where x denotes the global ice volume, and y is a conceptual variable for realizing self-sustained oscillations. The insolation forcing F(t) is given by Eq. (5) with a = 11.77 W/m 2 . For the unforced case c = 0, Eq. (7) has a stable equilibrium point for |b| [ 1 and a stable limit cycle for |b| \ 1. Following Crucifix (2012) , the parameters are set as a = 30.0, b = 0.75, c = 0.4, and s = 36.0 kyr.
The dynamical properties of Eq. (7) were extensively studied by De Saeldeleer et al. (2013) . Thus, we refer to Eq. (7) as the CSW model.
Paillard-Parrenin model
Paillard and Parrenin (2004) proposed an oscillator model of glacial cycles involving the Antarctic ice-sheet influence on bottom water formation. The model, which we call the PP04 model, consists of equations for the global ice volume x, extent of the Antarctic ice sheet y, and atmospheric CO 2 concentration z as follows:
where F(t) is the summer solstice insolation at 65°N given by Eq. (5) 
If the steepness parameter k is large enough, the solution of Eq. (9) converges to that of the original model. We set k = 10 in this study. We assume that typical solutions converge to the same solution, i.e., synchronize, 3 under the same astronomical forcing if D max ðtÞ ! 0 as t ! 1: Figure 3 shows the behavior of D max ðtÞ for each model. In each model except for the SM90-B model, typical solutions synchronize after a certain transient time. This result implies that the attractor is unique at least except for the SM90-B model. It should be mentioned that the transient time is longer than the duration of the Quaternary, approximately 2.58 Myr, in the SM90-A and MS90 models (see Fig. 3 ). Figure 4 shows the simulated normalized ice volume V(t) over the last 700 kyr (solid line) for each model. The d 18 O record of the LR04 stack is also shown by a dashed line for comparison (Lisiecki and Raymo 2005 Actually we find coexistence of a quasiperiodic attractor and a chaotic attractor for the SM90-B model. The quasiperiodic attractor originates in a stable equilibrium of the unforced system (x, y, z) = (-0.282, 0.277, 0.282). The basin of attraction of this quasiperiodic attractor is much smaller than that of the chaotic attractor, and the amplitude of the quasiperiodic solution is also much smaller than that of the chaotic solutions. Thus, we do not focus on this quasiperiodic solution.
Simulated ice volume over the last 700 kyr
Types of attractors
We analyze types of attractors using the maximal CLE k, the phase sensitivity exponent l, and the parameter sensitivity exponent m. As shown in Table 2 , the maximal CLE k is positive for the SM90-B model, and is negative for all the other models. Thus, the SM90-B model is chaotic, and all the other models are nonchaotic. This result is consistent with that of convergence experiments.
The next question is whether the attractors are strange or not. Figure 5a shows the phase sensitivity functions CðtÞ of x with respect to phase variable h 4 for the models with Table 2 shows the values of l and m, which are estimated from the power-law behaviors for t [ 10 4 . Therefore, the attractors of the SM90-A, MS90, CSW, and PP04 models are SNAs, and the attractor of the Imbrie model is a quasiperiodic attractor.
Illustration of attractors by simplification of astronomical forcing
Since the astronomical forcing F(t) in Eq. (5) Figure 6 shows the dependence of the characteristic exponents on the number of frequency components N in the astronomical forcing F(t) for the case of the SM90-A model, where the scale factor a is changed depending on N to normalize F(t). Roughly speaking, N C 9 is necessary and almost sufficient to approximate the original attractor of the SM90-A model.
To visualize the simplified attractors we construct stroboscopic maps. Observing the system at the moments t n = 2p n/ x 1 ? const. (n 2 Z), where phase h 1 (t) attains a constant value, the system reduces to a stroboscopic map ðh 3 ðt n Þ; h 4 ðt n Þ; xðt n ÞÞ7 !ðh 3 ðt nþ1 Þ; h 4 ðt nþ1 Þ; xðt nþ1 ÞÞ. Figure 7 shows the attractors of the simplified models. Each panel presents the projection of the attractor on the space (h 3 (t n )/2p, h 4 (t n )/ 2p, x(t n )). The SM90-A, MS90, CSW, and PP04 models exhibit SNAs, and the dependence of the climate state on the phase of the astronomical forcing is not given by smooth relations, but constitutes a geometrically strange set. Moreover, the dependence seems to be discontinuous almost everywhere. For the Imbrie model, the attractor is quasiperiodic, and the dependence is given by a smooth graph. For the SM90-B model, the attractor is chaotic, and the dependence constitutes a geometrically strange set, as in the case of SNAs. 
Asymptotic behavior and transient behavior
The difference in asymptotic behavior between chaotic and nonchaotic attractors has been shown in the previous section. If a climate model has a chaotic attractor, solutions sensitively depend on initial climate states x(t 0 ). On the other hand, if a climate model has an SNA or a quasiperiodic attractor, only one or several synchronized solutions are obtained, regardless of initial climate states x(t 0 ), after a certain transient time.
In the previous section, we mentioned that some of the models have a considerably long transient time for synchronization, compared to the Quaternary period. For such a model, transient behavior is important in practice. Let us compare the transient dynamics of the SM90-A, SM90-B, and MS90 models. Since the SM90-B model has the maximal CLE of 0.002 kyr -1 , we can observe the divergence of nearby orbits within about 500 kyr (the so-called Lyapunov time). On the other hand, for the nonchaotic models (SM90-A and MS90), we do not observe such a divergence but a slower convergence process of nearby orbits. That is, the behavior of nearby orbits is different between the chaotic and nonchaotic attractors. However, a chaotic model and a nonchaotic model would not be distinguishable within 1 million years if the maximal CLE of the chaotic model is less than 0.001 kyr -1 .
Sensitivity to dynamical noise
Khovanov et al. (2000) stated that SNAs and quasiperiodic attractors differ in sensitivity to perturbations. We illustrate the difference by simulating the CSW and Imbrie models in Dynamics between order and chaos in conceptual models of glacial cycles 3095 the presence of noise. In the former, we add independent white Gaussian noises n i (t) (i = x or y) to the right-hand sides of Eq. (7), respectively, where hn i ðtÞi ¼ 0; hn i ðtÞn j ðt 0 Þi ¼ r 2 d ij dðt À t 0 Þ, and r = 0.1 kyr 1/2 . In the latter, we add a white Gaussian noise n x (t) with the same average and standard deviation to the right-hand side of Eq. (9). Figure 8a shows two trajectories of the CSW model simulated with and without noises, and Fig. 8d shows those of the Imbrie model. In each model, perturbed and unperturbed trajectories start from the same initial climate state x(t 0 ) at t 0 = -1.5 Myr, and the noise is added to each system from t = 0 kyr. The CSW model is more sensitive to noise than the Imbrie model because of the local instability of SNA. To characterize the local instability of attractors, let us define a finite-time CLE
The finite-time CLE k T (t) gives the rate of exponential divergence of nearby orbits during the time interval [t, t ? T] . Note that k T (t) converges to the maximal CLE k as T ! 1: For SNAs, the finite-time CLE k T (t) can be positive even for large T with nonzero probability (Pikovsky and Feudel 1995) . Thus, the orbits of SNAs are sensitive to perturbations in time intervals with k T (t) [ 0. Figure 8a , c shows that the perturbed trajectory occasionally deviates after the finite-time CLE k T (t) becomes positive, where T = 70 kyr. This local instability may be attributed to a repellor embedded in SNA as mentioned in Sect. 2. Such a temporary loss of synchronization has been shown also in another model of glacial cycles (Crucifix 2011) . The frequency and the duration of desynchronization increase as the magnitude of noise r increases. Therefore, the orbits of SNAs and those of chaotic attractors might be indistinguishable under large dynamical noise. On the other hand, for quasiperiodic attractors, the finite-time CLE k T (t) takes only negative values for large T. As a result, the orbits of quasiperiodic attractors are robust to perturbations in comparison with those of SNAs. Figure 8d shows that the Imbrie model is robust to the same magnitude of noise that can cause larger deviations of trajectories in the CSW model. For the Imbrie model, the finite-time CLE k T (t) with T = 70 kyr is always negative as shown in Fig. 8f . If a climate model has a nonchaotic attractor in the absence of noise, there can be a relation from the phase of the astronomical forcing to the climate state. The existence of such an intact phase relation is assumed when we refine a time scale of a paleoclimate record based on astronomical cycles (the so-called orbital tuning). However, the above results suggest that such a phase relation is rather robust for quasiperiodic attractors but not robust for SNAs.
Discussion
Let us mention an implication of this study for paleoclimate modeling. The notion of SNAs will be helpful for understanding apparently-contradictory properties of conceptual models of glacial cycles. In a number of previous studies, it is reported that a model of glacial cycles is sensitive to subtle changes in parameter values although the model is insensitive to initial conditions (for example, Weertman 1976; Oerlemans 1982; Paillard 2001; Crucifix 2013) . In some models, such parameter sensitivity may be attributed to thresholds with discontinuity (Paillard 2001) . However, parameter sensitivity can arise in continuous models when they have SNAs. In a recent paper, Crucifix (2013) investigates the causes of parameter sensitivity inherent in various conceptual models of glacial cycles, which can make the prediction of ice ages difficult (see also Article note). Crucifix (2013) attributes the parameter sensitivity to two causes: complicated bifurcation structures with numerous frequencylocking tongues and abrupt changes of attractors with respect to subtle changes in parameter values. We conjecture that such abrupt changes of attractors are due to a property of SNAs with strange geometry. The validation of this conjecture needs detailed bifurcation analyses and will be an important future study.
Conclusion
We analyzed five conceptual models of glacial cycles in the framework of the dynamical systems theory. The SM90-A, MS90, CSW, and PP04 models exhibit an SNA, and the dependence of the climate state on the phase of the astronomical forcing is not given by smooth relations, but Dynamics between order and chaos in conceptual models of glacial cycles 3097 constitutes a geometrically strange set. The SM90-B model exhibits a chaotic attractor, and the dependence of the climate state on the phase of the astronomical forcing is not given by smooth relations, but constitutes a geometrically strange set. The Imbrie model exhibits a quasiperiodic attractor, and the dependence of the climate state on the phase of the astronomical forcing is given by a smooth graph. These results suggest that SNA is a candidate for representing the dynamics of glacial cycles, in addition to well-known quasiperiodicity and chaos. 5 Since SNAs have repellors in themselves, the orbits on SNAs are locally unstable. Therefore, if the real climate system has an SNA, the orbit will be temporarily sensitive to perturbations when the finite-time conditional Lyapunov exponent is positive.
The analysis in this paper was restricted to spatially zerodimensional models that can be approximated by smooth dynamical systems. A hybrid dynamical system is a system that has both continuous and discrete dynamics (Aihara and Suzuki 2010) . A number of ice age models are expressed as hybrid dynamical systems, more precisely, hybrid automata 6 (van der Schaft and Schumacher 2000). For example, the models by Paillard (1998) , Parrenin and Paillard (2003) , and Ashkenazy and Tziperman (2004) are hybrid automata. The Imbrie and PP04 models are also hybrid dynamical systems but can be approximated by smooth dynamical systems because they are especially piecewise affine systems. The description of the dynamics appearing in hybrid automata models or in more complicated models with spacial dimensions is still unclear. This problem should be studied in the future.
